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Introduction
College Background
Saint Paul College is a fast-growing, urban community and technical college located in St. Paul,
Minnesota. It was founded in 1910 and has approximately 10,000 students pursuing 46
associate degree programs and 78 career certificate and diploma programs. The College is one
of the most diverse in Minnesota with 60% minority enrolled students and was ranked the #1
community college in the nation for the second time (2010 and 2013) by Washington Monthly
magazine for student engagement in active and collaborative learning, student-faculty
interaction and support for learning.
Problem/Purpose
As the cost of higher education goes up, Saint Paul College student loan debt is increasing.
Consequently, students are taking on more debt than they can handle and are defaulting on
their student loans. It is in this context that the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
(MnSCU) has requested recommendations on developing a student financial literacy campaign
to be implemented system-wide, with a plan to measure the campaign's success. The campaign
will be targeted to all students, including those most likely to over-extend themselves
financially, creating unmanageable financial debt. This is the Team Charge which was assigned
to the Minnesota Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) Luoma Leadership Academy 2013-14
Action Learning Project entitled, “Improving Student Financial Literacy as a Means of
Addressing Increasing Student Loan Default Rates.”
Statistics
For the first time ever in 2011, student loans accounted for more national debt than credit
cards, and in 2012 aggregate student loan debt amounted to over one trillion dollars (Higher
One, 2013). Student marketing company Edvisors calculates that the average student in the
class of 2014 is expected to graduate with nearly $33,000 in debt, with almost 60 percent of all
college students having taken out a student loan. And because the debt burden has risen
significantly faster than inflation, up a whopping 361.3% since 2003 according to the New York
Federal Reserve, the total student debt in the United States now sits at almost $1.2 trillion
dollars (Izzo, 2014).
The percentage of borrowers who defaulted on their federal student loans within two years of
starting repayment has increased for the sixth year in a row, while the rate for defaults
measured over a three-year period has risen by a similar margin, according to figures released
by the U.S. Department of Education. The two-year default rate, which applies to borrowers
who began repaying loans from October 1, 2010, to September 30, 2011, was 10 percent--the
highest rate in nearly two decades. It was up from 9.1 percent among the previous year's
cohort.
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The Education Department is in the process of changing its standard for measuring loan-default
rates from a two-year span to a three-year span. The latest three-year rate, which applies to
borrowers who began repayment during the 2010 fiscal year, is 14.7 percent, up from 13.5
percent among the previous year's cohort, the first to be measured over three years
(Thomason, 2013).
Postsecondary institutions with high student loan default rates are at risk of losing Title IV
status, which allows for participation in specific financial support programs such as the Pell
grant and federal financial aid. Even when default rates are low, financial aid offices often
struggle with a basic tension inherent in the loan program. On the one hand, as an entitlement
program, federal loans are available to students who meet basic eligibility criteria. On the other
hand, the government expects accountability from colleges whose students borrow (Burdman,
2012). It is these circumstances and other student concerns which have prompted colleges and
universities to explore a variety of financial literacy interventions.
Definitions
Financial literacy definitions are often inconsistent and ambiguous, which creates a challenging
environment in which to develop, identify, measure and promote successful financial literacy
practices (Looney 2011). There is no single definition of financial literacy. The phrase carries a
relatively different meaning for various sectors and organizations. The Jump$tart Coalition
defines it as "the ability to use knowledge and skills to manage one's financial resources
effectively for a lifetime of financial security." Similarly, the Financial Literacy and Education
Commission (FLEC) defines financial literacy as having "the information, education and tools
that [the American public] need to make good financial decisions in an increasingly complex
U.S. and global financial system."
The President's Advisory Council on Financial Literacy advocates that postsecondary students
learn about finances as basic knowledge for citizenship. The Council defines financial education
as "the process by which people improve their understanding of financial products, services and
concepts, so they are empowered to make informed choices, avoid pitfalls, know where to go
for help and take other actions to improve their present and long-term financial well-being."
Financial literacy, the council argues, should be part of a complete liberal arts education. By
engaging in financial literacy activities, students hone critical thinking, judgment and other skills
of a responsible citizen. These activities reach beyond acquisition of basic skills, such as
balancing a check book, to involve complex understandings of credit and debt, philosophical
decisions about appropriate risk, and judgment in making consumer choices (Kezar, 2010). Yet,
financial literacy is not just about giving students the information they need; it's about having
them experience financial decisions like choosing student loans with the guidance of someone
who can explain repayment plans and the consequences of a missed payment.
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Methods
The Action Team conducted a literature review to determine what postsecondary institutions
are doing to address problems related to student level of debt and a lack of financial literacy.
The result of this research was the uploading of over 50 documents to the Luoma Leadership
Academy SharePoint site for further analysis by Team members. These resources were coded
into one of the following categories: news articles, magazine/journal articles, reports, best
practices, and research. Separate documents were created to serve as clearinghouses for
related websites and financial literacy programs. It was through this research that we identified
a number of financial literacy programs and their strategies to educate students.
Strategies
Many financial literacy programs exist to help students better understand the college financial
process. Depending on the audience, financial literacy and default management resources
work to inform students, families, instructors and institutions. These programs are available
from a number of sources, such as the U.S. Department of Education to community-based
organizations, educational institutions, and student loan entities such as banks and guaranty
agencies.
Financial literacy practices and programs attempt to directly address student behavior and are
often embedded in retention-based programs at the institutional level. Financial literacy at the
post-secondary level manifests in many forms, these usually surround the four broad areas of
curriculum, cocurriculum, services, and faculty/staff development (Kezar & Yang, 2010).
Some specific strategies are as follows (Looney, 2011):
1.
Faculty Development - Support for professional development sessions and proposed
collaborations within disciplines to embed financial literacy and education within the
curriculum.
2.
Cross-Departmental Collaboration - Development of partnerships across departments
with an emphasis on how financial literacy is synthesized and delivered.
3.
Mentoring (peer and faculty) - Utilization of peer and/or faculty members as financial
literacy resources and support.
4.

First-Year Experience (FYE) - Inclusion of financial literacy component.

5.
Orientation - Inclusion of financial literacy and information for all incoming students by
way of campus orientation and services.
6.
Social Media - Promotion of financial literacy through social media outlets, i.e. Facebook,
Twitter, etc.
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7.
Workshops - Implementation of out-of classroom sessions and workshops that promote
sound financial behavior and concepts.
8.
Entrance and Exit Counseling - Institutionalization of required entrance and exit
counseling sessions related to loan use.
9.
Community Engagement - Identification and collaboration with community members and
representatives to maximize financial education and literacy resources (financial institutions,
local businesses, etc.).
In the 2013 study of approximately 40,000 first-year college students across the United States,
Money Matters On Campus (Higher One, 2013), similarly concluded that institutions should be
providing additional assistance to students to make good financial decisions through these
strategies:
1.

One-on-one counseling

2.

Workshops

3.

Worksheets

4.

Multi-year plans

5.

Student success courses

6.

Academic counselors in the financial aid office

7.

Meeting with counselors and faculty

8.

Early warning systems

Research has repeatedly shown that success in college is the best predictor of whether students
repay their loans, so an emphasis on student success is wholly aligned with default prevention.
Additional counseling is needed for students who might be at-risk, including high-volume
borrowers and students who appear to be facing academic difficulties or taking the minimum
number of required credits.
Domonell identified the following five “tried-and-true” tips for getting started with a financial
literacy program (Domonell, 2013):
1.
Develop a solid base of helpful web content. It goes without saying that the easiest way
to reach today's students is via the web. That's why it's important to have financial literacy
materials that students can return to again and again available online, either through your
institutions website or through a partnership with an outside site.
2.

Get the word out. Promotion
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3.
Think in terms of wellness. A good way to think about financial literacy is to have
students realize its part of their overall wellbeing.
4.

Offer a variety of resources.

5.
Add it to the curriculum. It helps if the university's administration has made it a core
mission to increase financial literacy and awareness across campus.
Current Saint Paul College Financial Literacy/Loan Default Reduction Strategies
After understanding what the literature revealed about programs and best practices, Team
members met with sponsors from Saint Paul College and determined they were currently using
the following financial literacy/loan reduction strategies on their campus:
1. New Student Orientation - additional financial literacy information added to
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Orientation.
Student Welcome Week - a speaker on "Big Money" and a table at Student Organization
Day.
Power of YOU Financial Literacy Workshop - Required of all POY students.
Student Success Day - workshops on Everyday Financial Decisions and Preparing for
Loan Repayment.
Poster Campaign - work with Student Life to have posters with positive financial
messages put up around campus.
CastNet messaging.
Email campaign.
Online Financial Awareness Counseling - now required for all students appealing their
financial aid suspension related to GPA or completion rate.
Financial Aid Office tabling.
Thirty day delay for the first loan disbursement for first-time loan borrowers.
Student surveys relating to financial literacy
Luoma Action Project
Telephoning students who are close to defaulting or have recently moved from
repayment into delinquency.

They also conducted a “Survey of Financial Loan Recipients” (see Appendix A) to assess
students’ economic conditions and their basic understanding of financial literacy. In analyzing
Saint Paul's current approach, the Action Team identified that while the college was employing
many worthwhile strategies, there were two important areas that seemed absent: curriculum
integration and an online presence.
Wilke identified that financial literacy education must also be delivered in multiple content
formats (videos, interactive games, online chats, podcasts, articles, etc.) to satisfy different
learning styles. The marriage of technology and financial literacy brings greater integration of
social networking into program offerings. Peer-to-peer online communities and discussion
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groups offer users a way to share information, common questions, ideas and advice, thereby
allowing users to pass along what they have learned and gain a fuller mastery of the subject
matter (Wilke, 2013).
In a survey of 509 undergraduate students, three financial education methods (on-campus
financial counseling center, online financial management resources, and in-person educational
workshops) were examined. The results indicated that having taken a personal finance course
was positively associated with interest in all three delivery methods. In terms of the type of
education, the strongest interest was in online education, followed by workshops, and then a
financial counseling center. The strong interest in accessing resources online may be due to a
number of factors. Today's students are increasingly comfortable with technology and learning
through technology, and they may also desire the greater flexibility of this mode of pedagogy
(Goetz, 2011).
Online Financial Literacy Programs Research
Based on the determination to introduce an online component to Saint Paul’s financial
intervention efforts, the Team researched what online financial literacy programs were
currently being used by colleges and universities or cited in the literature. We identified fifteen
established programs that were frequently referenced and composed an introductory email
request seeking information to the following five questions:
Overview of products and services.
What are the costs, if any, associated with your program?
How many colleges, universities and students currently utilize your product?
Does your program include any assessment or measurement tools to evaluate its
effectiveness?
5. Can students continue to benefit from your resources after they graduate or leave the
institution?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Substantive responses were received from eight of the programs (see Appendix B) which
seemed to meet most of the criteria we had established (from the list above) and allowed
integration into the curriculum. Additional considerations were given to these measures developed by well-trained educators, vetted and evaluated program materials, timely
instruction, relevant subject matter, and evidence of impact (assessment). The following eight
programs were considered:
1. CashCourse – a comprehensive financial literacy website and program currently used by
762 colleges and universities. It provides assessment tools, is available to graduates and
parents and is free.
2. Financial Aid TV – offers online video packages to assist with financial literacy and
reduce the service burden on financial aid departments. The program does offer online
viewing and usage metrics and their annual cost starts at $6000.
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3. iGrad – provides a prescriptive approach to financial literacy focusing on peer to peer
education. It also delivers career and job search support and is used on several hundred
campuses. The cost for iGrad would be $4-5000 per year.
4. Inceptia Financial Avenue – This program is self-paced with 10 courses that take
approximately 30-40 minutes to complete and 10 mini-modules that take 10-15 minutes
with pre and post-test assessments. Inceptia is used by 325 clients and would cost
$2500 annually.
5. Mapping Your Future – provides a variety of services to help educate students on
responsible money management and student loan borrowing. There are 1,548 active
online counseling accounts and almost 3 million web visitors in 2013. Some of the
resources are free; others require a minimum $600 annual fee.
6. $ALT – SALT combines one-on-one loan counseling with interactive financial education
tools. It is used by 254 schools, has detailed assessment tools and the cost is $10,000
per year.
7. TG HigherEDGE Default Aversion Solutions – a comprehensive fee-based default
management service that assists in reducing an institution’s cohort default rate. Could
not provide pricing information without specific data from Saint Paul College.
8. Transit EverFi – an online program to empower students to successfully manage their
finance and loan management responsibilities while in school and beyond. It does
provide several measurement tools and has an annual fee of $2-4000.

Results
The intent of the Team was to research a sample of online financial literacy programs without
regard to cost and present several options to our sponsors. It became clear mid-way through
the project that no funds were available to subscribe to an online program. The one product
that met all of our criteria and is FREE, is the CashCourse program from the National
Endowment for Financial Education (NEFE), and the one we chose to recommend.
NEFE is the leading private nonprofit national foundation dedicated to improving financial
decision making for individuals and families throughout life. NEFE evolved from the College of
Financial Planning which was founded in 1972. In 1992, the proceeds from the sale of the
nonprofit College of Financial Planning created an endowment which funds all of NEFE's
programs, including CashCourse. Their mission includes partnering with other nonprofit
organizations and government entities to provide financial education resources. They have no
affiliation with student loan companies, lenders or any other financial institutions.
The primary product they provide to colleges and their students is CashCourse. It is a free
online resource, designed to provide students with financial education for every stage of
college life. CashCourse is branded for each college with the school logo, colors and links to any
preferred social media profiles. They provide unbiased, commercial-free content (no
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advertising) and promotional materials which can be customized. Multiple departments on
each campus can use the website and for TRIO programs, it is a free, easy way to meet HEOA
financial education requirements.
Student Tools and Resources
The student tools and resources in CashCourse cover six key areas of personal finance:
1. Money 101 - banking, budgeting, credit & debit, insurance, saving & goal setting.
2. Paying for Education - projecting expenses, repaying student loans, student loans, ways
3.
4.
5.
6.

to pay, graduate & professional degrees.
Making purchases - getting around, housing, shopping & spending.
Working and Earning - finding a job, types of work, wages & benefits.
Money and Relationships - friends, family & money, life decisions.
Solving Problems - emergencies, fraud, income gap.

Students also have access to a suite of financial interactive/multimedia tools such as a budget
wizard, coursework education modules with pre- and post-test questions, featured videos,
financial calculators, financial experts, financial glossary, text message feature, quizzes and
worksheets. Some of the expanded content for adult and nontraditional students includes:
"Financial Roadmap for Parents;" "Consider these 4 Things When Buying a Home;" "Starting
Your Own Business;" Baby on the Way? Get Financially Prepared;" and "When Should I Begin
Saving for My Child's College?" Each student also has access to The Financial Experts Wall and
My CashCourse Planner. The Financial Experts Wall is a Q&A portal where students can get
answers to their money questions and see what others are asking. It is staffed by both a
financial aid officer and financial planner. The My CashCourse Planner tool allows participants
to create their own resource library and is the place where instructors/administrators can leave
assignments.
To access CashCourse, colleges direct students to www.cashcourse.org where they are required
to register with their first and last name, school and email address. When students sign up,
they must review and accept the Privacy Policy and Terms of Use (no student information is
shared with outside parties). Students select their institution during registration to see custom
branding and assignments. Once the registration process is complete, students are directed to
their branded college dashboard. Campus administrators see students' coursework and quiz
scores, matched with students' names and email addresses.

Tools for Administrators
On the CashCourse administrator’s side, the following tools and resources are available:
1. Workshop Kits - PowerPoint presentations and facilitators guides for ten topics.
2. Marketing Templates - fliers, posters, ads, bookmarks.
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Worksheets
Twitter and Facebook Posts - 100 pre-composed social media posts.
CashCourse Challenge - three versions of online scavenger hunts.
Assignments - student assignments, track their participation and scores.
CashCourse Connection - monthly e-newsletter with updates, resources and ways to
promote financial literacy.
8. Webinars - live how-to training presentations with Q&A.
9. Reimbursement Program - Fall and Spring mini-grants.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Site administrators from each college can also add secondary contacts and faculty/staff users.
Assessment or Measurement Tools
CashCourse allows for tracking of students and their progress within the program. Instructors
or administrators can create assignments of their choice, or use those within the program, and
see which students have enrolled and the status of their assignments/tests. Website use
through Google Analytics can also be monitored to reflect number of visitors, traffic over time,
time spent on site, top content, where visitors come from, etc. The Team’s charge required an
assessment component in any campaign and the CashCourse program satisfies that
prerequisite.
Marketing and Promotion
Similar to what the literature revealed regarding successful financial literacy programs,
CashCourse strongly recommends promoting and implementing the program at orientations,
tutoring sessions, study skills or first-year experience classes, financial aid disbursements,
workshops and seminars, one-on-one meetings with counselors or peer mentors and social
media (articles, assignments and calculators). Other CashCourse schools recommend: catching
students early, before they make mistakes and during orientation when they are thinking about
money; make links to CashCourse on your website easy to find; use students to tell other
students; do one thing a month to promote financial literacy and it steamrolls; and if the
activity is optional make it simple, if it’s required, go more in depth.
A hallmark of any successful financial literacy campaign is effective marketing and promotion.
This is a necessity for increasing awareness, use and truly impacting students. It also is a useful
planning tool for setting and meeting departmental and institutional goals. Marketing is
beneficial, as well, in creating partnerships which the College can leverage to build its program.
CashCourse has developed a seven-page Promotion Plan (see Appendix C) to assist colleges and
which is based on strategies from its top twenty schools determined by most web traffic, most
participation in financial literacy campaigns and the most involvement on campus. The plan
identifies the primary audience for promotion as being students, recent graduates, faculty,
other departments and the community. It assists colleges in promoting positive money
management skills in students and recent graduates and saves them the time it takes to
promote a campaign from scratch. It also demonstrates to internal constituencies measurable
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results which make it more appealing to faculty and staff. Also covered is an outline of for
"Getting Started" followed by a number of specific "Promotional Strategies."
Participating institutions should "brand" CashCourse for their institution by embedding the
college logo and colors within the site (see Appendix D). It is also important at the start to tell
colleagues and departments about the program as well as reminding students to register at
www.cashcourse.org. CashCourse suggests that it’s important to be seen from department
web pages and other high traffic areas of the schools website, while also including a brief
description of the program adjacent to the links.
The ultimate goal of any marketing strategy is to help you grow your business or program and
increase your brand awareness. Developing awareness of your brand (who you are, what you
do) requires a marketing plan, or the written description of your market strategy. This should
detail specific activities you intend to undertake; identify the audience each activity is targeted
to; specify how you’re going to measure success; be flexible enough to allow adjustments as
necessary; and stipulate who on your team is responsible for each activity (Klausner, 2013).
A key for any marketing campaign is setting goals. These should be specific and time-oriented
with attention given to awareness, web traffic, office visits, etc. Obviously, web analytics can
provide a great place to start for setting goals by identifying specific web content and traffic
sources. It's also important to know your audience - current students, parents, recent
graduates, faculty and other departments. CashCourse suggests these considerations when
designing a campaign or program:
1. Start with big ideas! Involve your campus marketing department.
2. Provide personal takeaways from every activity (i.e. creating a personal budget).
3. Thematic and timely.
4. High vs. low involvement.
5. Engage peers.
6. Regular evaluation.
7. Multiple points of contact.
Some suggested points of intervention or collaboration are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Orientation
Financial aid disbursement/counseling
Counseling/advising one-on-one sessions
Student Services
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5. Disability resource offices
6. Academic probation
7. First Year Experience (FYE) courses
8. Bridge programs
9. Study skills courses
10. TRIO
11. Residential life
12. Athletics
13. Greek life
14. Dining
15. Student senate/government
16. Remedial/developmental education
17. Transfer student orientation
As previously mentioned, measurement of success or assessment will be a key part of any
financial literacy program or campaign. CashCourse offers direct access to and training in the
use of Google Analytics. Program administrators should also track office visits or tutoring
sessions where the product is used. How often do faculty or instructors get involved with the
program? Also, what type of participation do you have in contests, booth visits and
workshops? These are just a few ways to measure success of the program, but ultimately it is
expected that students will increase their level of financial literacy and there will be a reduction
in the rate of student loan defaults at the institution.

Discussion
Conclusion
The Action Project Team recommends that the CashCourse online program serve as the
centerpiece of Saint Paul College’s financial literacy program. It is a comprehensive site which
provides extensive student tools and resources related to all areas of personal finance. The
program is attractive to all institutions within the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
system and is already used by 13 MnSCU institutions (see Appendix E). It is utilized by colleges
with a few hundred students, as well as, large land-grant universities with over 40,000 students.
For a “campaign” to be successful, it must be strongly promoted. CashCourse provides
significant support to institutions in the areas of marketing and promotional materials. This
program is also flexible and scalable. It appropriately serves both the general student and can
be targeted to those students at most financial risk. The product provides a variety of
assessment and measurement tools for determining the education effectiveness of the
campaign. CashCourse met all the outlined criteria and needs, including Saint Paul College’s
budget.
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Institutions that have successfully implemented a mandated a financial literacy curriculum have
anecdotally seen dramatic results in terms of increased completion rates as well as increases of
financial knowledge, attitudes and behaviors (Higher One, 2013). In a pure financial sense,
when a borrower reduces their likelihood of default on student loans, there is a clearly defined
return on investment for educational institutions. Individual students who are able to
responsibly manage their finances are more likely to pay any tuition balances or charges to the
university, and alumni who make sound financial decisions are much more likely to choose, and
be in a position, to give back.
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MnSCU Institutions Currently Using CashCourse

1. Alexandria Technical College
2. Anoka-Ramsey Community College
3. Bemidji State University
4. Century College
5. Minnesota State University, Moorhead
6. Minnesota State University, Mankato
7. Minnesota West Community and Technical College
8. Ridgewater College
9. Riverland Community College
10. Rochester Community and Technical College
11. South Central College
12. St. Cloud State University
13. Vermillion Community College
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